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Fig.1: Location of site

Methodist Chapel at Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier

Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 map with
the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery 

Office ��Crown Copyright AC archaeology, Chicklade, Wiltshire.
Licence No AL100016452
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Fig.2: Site plan

Methodist Chapel at
Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier
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Figure 3: Extract from the 1791 plan of North Downs Mining Sett

Figure 4: Extract from the 1819 Geological Map of Cornwall between Camborne and 
Chasewater
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Figure 5: Extract from the 1841 Gwennap Tithe Map Figure 6: Extract from the 1865 Plan of the Boundaries between the 
Manors of Blanchland and St Day
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Fig.7: Ground floor plan
showing phasing

Methodist Chapel at
Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier
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Fig.8: External elevations

Methodist Chapel at
Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier
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Fig.9: Internal elevations

Methodist Chapel at
Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier
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Plate 1: Chapel entrance within southeast elevation, view from east. 1m scale

Plate 2: Partial blocking of primary 
tall window within northwest 
elevation, view from north. 
(Scale 1m)
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Plate 3: Remains of blocked phase 
2 doorway in northwest wall of 
chapel showing primary window 
opening above, view from west. 
(Scale 1m)

Plate 4: Southwest elevation, view from south
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Plate 5: Window opening within 
southeast elevation, 
view from southwest

Plate 6: Southwest elevation, internal face showing scars of galleries in mortar, 
view from west
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Plate 7: Northeast elevation 
showing sockets and scars in 
mortar associated with galleries, 
view from west.

Plate 8: South corner of chapel showing scars of galleries and associated staircase, 
view from south
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Plate 9: North corner of chapel 
with later vestry to right, 
view from the west

Plate 10: blocked splayed windows in northwest wall of vestry, view from east (Scale 1m)
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Appendix 3: Location of 
photographs

Methodist Chapel at
Chy An Gwyth, Scorrier
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1 ASSESSMENT

1.1 Physical 

1.1.1 This derelict building, the forerunner of the current Scorrier Christian 

Fellowship Church, sits within the grounds of Chy-an-Gwyth, Scorrier, a 

four bedroom detached house built in 1973 on land situated between the 

Fox and Hounds public house and the main Penzance – Paddington 

railway.

1.1.2 A reference is made to the chapel in the County Historical Environment 

Record but takes its evidence from Ordnance Survey maps only. The 

applicant has carried out her own investigations into the history of the 

building and has uncovered some useful earlier documents. 

1.1.3 The earliest map found of the site is one attached to the 1791 plan of 

North Downs Mining Sett on which the building is not shown, it is likely 

that only the buildings associated with mining were shown on these 

plans so the chapel may have been in existence at that time but not 

shown. 
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1.1.4 Most references to the chapel show that it was associated with 

Methodism and particularly Wesleyan Methodism. John Wesley is 

largely credited, along with his brother Charles, with founding the 

Methodist movement in the 18th century and it is well documented that 

the growth of Cornish Methodism was particularly driven by the Great 
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Revivals of 1799 and 1814 and that many of the chapels in west 

Cornwall were built around this time.

1.1.5 The earliest map found that included this chapel at Scorrier was the 

1819 Geological Map of Cornwall between Camborne and Chasewater 

where it is labelled as a “Meeting House”. The Portreath – Devoran 

Mineral Tram Road which opened in 1812 is also shown on this map.
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1.1.6 The 1841 Gwennap Tithe Map ( Map 3 ) describes the building as a 

“Wesleyan Chapel”. Chy-an-Gwyth now occupies the eastern part of the 

land parcel numbered 1136. 

1.1.7 Extracts from the 1865 Plan of the Boundaries between the Blanchland 

and St Day Manors show the West Cornwall Railway now in existence 

and labels the building as a “Chapel”. The plans clearly show the main 

building with its annexe on its north-western end, the walls enclosing 

the chapel grounds, all of which still exist apart from that on the south-

west side, the rectangular building at the western corner of the annexe, 

see Photographs 14 & 15, the pedestrian gateway which still exists, and 

the footpath along the north-east boundary. The numbered dots refer to 
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marker stones and delineate the boundary between the Manors. The 

existing neighbouring “Sun Cottage” is shown as is the “Hare and 

Hounds”, now the Fox & Hounds, public house but the building adjacent 

to the railway below the word “WEST” has long since been demolished 

as have some of the Cornish hedges to the south and west of the 

chapel. 

Blanchland and St Day Manors Boundary Plan 
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Blanchland and St Day Manors Boundary Plan 

1.1.8 The 1880 Ordnance Survey plan labels the building as “Methodist 

Chapel ( Wesleyan )” and the 1908 O.S. plan calls it a “Sunday School”. 
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1.1.9 A number of aerial photographs of the area have been taken over the 

years and it is clear from Photograph 1 taken on 12 July 1946 that the 

roof was still intact at that time and was a fully hipped roof. The 

shadows indicate that when the photo was taken the sun was shining 

from the south-east, and a few degrees to the north of the main ridge 

line of the chapel. The south-eastern hip is just distinguishable by being 

slightly lighter than the north-eastern and south-western roof slopes, 

however, the north-western hip is clearly defined as a dark triangular 

area. Sun Cottage is clearly visible with its fully gabled roof. 

Photograph 1 

1.1.10 The chapel image in Photograph 2 taken on 12 May 1951 is more 

difficult to interpret with regard to the roof but the darker triangle at the 

north-western end of the building still suggests the existence of a 

hipped roof. 
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Photograph 2 

1.1.11 An aerial photograph taken on 2 July 1964 at a high altitude gives little 

information, showing the building as a small dark rectangle partially 

obscured by clouds, however, three ground level photographs taken the 

following year, 1965, show the following : 

Photograph 3 
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 Photograph 3 – taken from the field to the north-east shows the north-

eastern wall to be in a similar condition to now, it shows that there has 

been very little deterioration over the last 46 years. 

 Photograph 4 – taken from the pedestrian gate in the south-eastern 

boundary wall shows the doorway and the window opening above. The 

right hand section of this wall has since collapsed to about 1.5 metres 

high. 

Photograph 5 
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  Photograph 5 – taken from inside the building looking at the north-

western wall. That wall was still at full height in 1965 with its rectangular 

openings and lintels still intact. The centre section has since collapsed 

but the remaining walls show little deterioration over the period.

1.1.12 It is clear from photographs and the existing structure that the annexe 

roof was tied into the main building but the arrangement between the 

roof and the full height openings shown in Photograph 5 is difficult to 

determine. The annexe stonework is not tied into the main chapel wall 

which, although shown on the 1865 manors plan, suggests it was a 

later addition. The lead flashing, parts of which remain and can be seen 

in photographs 6 & 7, between the chapel and the annexe roof must 

have spanned the openings and it is therefore reasonable to assume 

that these openings had been partially in-filled as can be seen for the 

opening on the western side in the 1965 and current photographs.

Photograph 6 
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Photograph 7 

1.1.13 Two further aerial photos, one taken in 1989 and the other on 8 May 

1996 show the building as being overgrown. 

1.1.14 A structural assessment has been carried out by Messrs. MLJ 

Consulting Engineers which includes details of the fabric of the building.

1.1.15 Full plans and elevations of the existing site and building are shown on 

scheme drawing Nos. 134101, 134102 and 134103. 

1.1.16 The main building has a footprint area of 149 m2 and the annexe 36 m2.

The original chapel enclosure covered an area of 0.0515 ha.

1.1.17 The site is currently bounded on the north-eastern and south-eastern 

sides by the original stone masonry walls varying between 1.2 m and 

1.6 m high but where this wall runs between the chapel building itself 

and the public footpath it has collapsed to about 500 mm high with most 

of the stone lying on the ground in the area between the wall remnants 

and the building. On the north-western side the boundary is a stone 

faced hedge / retaining bank at the toe of the railway embankment. The 
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gap between this and the building annexe is currently filled with debris 

and stone from the remains of the original boundary wall and the upper 

wall parts of the annexe. The south-western boundary is not currently 

delineated as the chapel is to all intents and purposes located within the 

garden of Chy-an-Gwyth. 

1.2 Social & Economic 

1.2.1 The remains of this former chapel are within 3 metres of a public 

footpath and in full view of users. Whilst at one time it was a building of 

some character in a semi-rural location it is now a substantial ruin within 

the village of Scorrier and its renovation and return to useful life would 

considerably enhance the character and visual amenities of the locality 

for residents and walkers alike.  

1.2.2 Its conversion to a dwelling will have no significant detrimental effect on 

the people or the economy of the locality.

1.3 Planning Policy

1.3.1 Although the building is neither listed nor within a conservation area it does 

lie within the World Heritage Site and should be considered as a heritage 

asset. The policies contained in Planning Policy Statement 5, specifically 

Policies HE9, HE10 and HE11, are therefore relevant.  

HE9 This policy gives guidance on how a heritage asset should be 

protected from development that may cause harm and how finding a 

viable use for a building can enable its conservation.  

 Methodist chapels are an inherent part of the distinctive social 

landscape associated with the mining heritage and enough remains 

of this building for it to be saved, ¾ of the walls are still at or close to 

their full original height and the remainder are at least 1.5 metres 

high.  Evidence has been gathered as to the original roof shape and 
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much of the boundary walls are still intact. Photographic and on-site 

evidence is also available to establish the main original features. 

HE10 This policy states that local planning authorities should treat 

favourably applications that preserve and enhance the setting of 

heritage assets and that such enhancements should be considered 

as a public benefit and part of the process of place-shaping. 

HE11 Requires local planning authorities to assess whether the benefits of 

an application for enabling development to secure the future 

conservation of a heritage asset outweigh the disbenefits of 

departing from the development plan or national policies. 

 The proposed conversion to a fully residential dwelling house will 

secure the long term future of the asset and is considered the 

minimum necessary to secure its future conservation. 

 Bearing in mind the recommendations in the PPS5 Historic 

Environment Planning Practice Guide the restoration of this building 

to its original condition would be much preferred to works to simply 

preserve and protect the remains. In reality, funding will not be 

available in the foreseeable future for preservation works, should it 

be deemed necessary, and if restoration works are not carried out 

then the building will become a complete ruin and not worthy of 

retention.

2 INVOLVEMENT AND EVALUATION

2.1 The chapel surrounds has been part of Chy-an-Gwyth gardens for the 

last 38 years and although the applicant, who has lived at Chy-an-

Gwyth with her parents since 1993, has often considered renovating the 

chapel it was not until recently that a family friend showed interest in 

buying it to carry out renovation works and create a dwelling for him and 

his family. 
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2.2  The applicant has discussed the proposals with the Council and back in 

December received a letter from Laura Fox giving some guidance and 

advice on the possibility of restoration and conversion to a dwelling.

3 DESIGN

3.1 In designing the restoration and conversion works full consideration has 

been given to retaining and duplicating the existing architectural features. 

3.2 The original building was of simple design externally with all walls of granite 

masonry with cut quoins to corners and openings. Window and door 

openings had slightly arched brickwork lintels, three of which still remain, 

with timber doors and windows and the roof will have been small natural 

slate covered and fully hipped. All these features will be maintained and 

reproduced in the renovated building.

3.3 Internally, plaster remains indicate that there were at some time small, low, 

raised congregation tiers. Holes in the walls at the top of the lower 

rendering show where the timbers supporting the tiers were positioned and 

some steel ties remain at these locations. The original building will have 

been fully plastered inside and painted. 

3.4 Photographs show piles of stone inside against the north-western wall, in 

the eastern corner and the annexe where wall sections have collapsed, 

This stone will be recovered and re-used in the renovation works.

3.5 Some photographs, Nos 29 to 32 of similar buildings in the locality have 

been used to establish and reinforce the design decisions taken on fascias, 

windows, doors, roof, etc. 

3.6 The stonework to the annexe on the north-western end of the chapel is 

different to that of the main building and is in poor condition, it is therefore 

proposed that this be demolished and replaced with painted and rendered 

cavity blockwork with granite quoins. 
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3.7 It is proposed to construct a single garage in the western corner of the site 

to replace the original building at that location which is believed to have 

been the boiler room for the heating of the chapel. The new garage will be 

of painted and rendered cavity blockwork with granite quoins. The driveway 

and turning space is to be laid out as per drawing 134101.   

3.8 Internally the ground floor will be one open plan room with a multi-fuel 

burner and stairs leading to the first floor. The annexe will be used as a 

utility room with shower and toilet facilities in accordance with Building 

Regulation requirements and as shown on drawing 134104. The first floor 

will be arranged with four bedrooms, two with en-suite facilities and a 

bathroom as shown on drawing 134105.

3.9 To satisfy the requirements of the Building Regulations new insulated floors 

will be constructed, existing walls will be insulated and dry lined and roofs 

insulated.  All appliances and equipment will be energy efficient to meet the 

latest performance standards and the necessary water efficiency levels.

USE

4.1 The boundary between Chy-an-Gwyth and the chapel is the line of the 

original south-western boundary wall of the chapel enclosure but when 

Chy-an-Gwyth was purchased from its former owners in 1993 the chapel 

surrounds were already included as part of the dwelling gardens.

4.2 Regardless of its last use designation it is proposed that the use of the 

chapel and its surrounds be changed to residential.

5  AMOUNT & SCALE

5.1 The footprint areas of the main chapel building and annexe will remain 

as existing at 149 m2 and 36 m2 respectively. The garage will have a 

footprint area of 25.4 m2. The site curtilage area will remain at its 

existing 0.0515 ha.

6 LAYOUT
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6.1 Drawing No 134101 shows the layout of the site, the access and the 

surrounding features.

7 LANDSCAPING

7.1 The existing site boundary walls are to be reinstated to their original heights 

and a new boundary close boarded timber fence is to be erected between 

the site and Chy-an-Gwyth. The driveway and turning area are to be laid in 

paved and the remainder laid to lawns with flower borders.

8 APPEARANCE

8.1 It is intended that every effort be made to restore the chapel to its former 

condition and by siting the garage in the western corner the appearance of 

the chapel from the footpath and access road will be much the same as it 

was originally. 

8.2 Renovation and rebuilding of the main walls will be carried out with stone 

recovered from the collapsed walls and following whatever grouting is found 

to be necessary the masonry work will be carried out using lime putty mortar 

with Doble sand. The choice of door and window patterns has been guided 

by inspection of other similar chapels in the locality.

9 ACCESS

9.1 The existing access currently serves three dwellings and being a 

minimum of 4.0 metres wide and 45 metres long will satisfy the 

requirements of the Building Regulations for fire engine access.

9.2 Gradients for the access road and driveway are less than 1 in 20 and the 

development will therefore comply with the requirements of Section 6 of 

Part M of the Building Regulations for access by disabled people
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9.3 The site layout provides for the parking and turning of two cars and access to 

and from the site will be in forward gear. 

 9.4 Where the access road meets the Class III public highway the Cornwall 

Council requirements for visibility splays for private drives are a minor road 

distance of 2.0 metres and a major road distance, within a 30 mph zone, of 

33 metres as viewed from a lowest eye height of 1.05 metres above the 

main carriageway. These visibility requirements will be met by the existing 

access as can be seen in photographs 23 and 24 taken at the 2.0 metres 

back and 1.05 metres high point, however, visibility to the west is 

intermittently interrupted by an electricity pole and a mineral tramways guide 

stone.

10 BUILDING REGULATIONS

10.1 The renovation and all relevant building works will be carried out in 

accordance with the requirements of the Building Regulations. 

8  Chapel remains as seen from the footpath approach from the south-east. 
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  Original wall and pedestrian gate access shown in the foreground. 

9  Public footpath on north-eastern side with railway and tunnel in background. 

10 View from the field to the north-east. Shows comparison between it and the view  
  from a similar place shown in photograph 3 taken in 1965 
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11. The footpath and chapel remains as seen from the railway tunnel. 

12.   The public footpath as seen looking towards the south-east. 
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13.   The south-western and south-eastern walls as seen from the south corner of the site. 

14. The remains of the original outbuilding in the western corner of the site. 
  These remains to be removed and the garage located here. 
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15.   Existing western corner. Shows the remains of the outbuilding, Chy-an-Gwyth garage  and 
  Sun Cottage in the background. 

16. Upper quoin stone of south-eastern opening in south-western wall showing angled seating 
  for upper brick arch.     
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17.  The south-eastern wall as seen from the eastern corner of the site. Ground levels in this 
  area will be lowered by about 300 mm back to approximately what would have been the 
  the ground level of the pedestrian approach to the original chapel. 

18.   View of the inside of the north-eastern and south-eastern walls.  
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19.   View of the inside of the north-western and north-eastern walls. Shows existing condition in 
  comparison with 1965 photograph 5. 

20. The inside of the south-western corner showing the lines of the upper congregation tiers, 
  support beam sockets and brick arch. 
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21 The inside of the annexe on the north-western end of the building. Shows some of the 
  stones from the collapse of the central section of the north-western wall of the chapel. 

22. View of Access road from proposed site entrance to Class III County Highway. Sun  
  Cottage  is on the left and Chy-an-Gwyth entrance on the right. 
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23. Visibility to the west at the junction of the access road with the Class III road. Full standard 
  visibility will be achieved once the electricity pole is moved.  

24. Full standard visibility to the east at the junction of the access road with the Class III road.  
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25 Access road, looking over the Class III county highway from the Fox & Hounds access. 

26. Proposed site entrance point off the existing access road. 
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27. Class III Road. Entrance to access road is on the left just past the Mineral Tramways stone 
  marker post. The Fox & Hounds inn is on the right hand side.  

28. Class III Road. Entrance to access road is on the right just before the electricity pole. The 
  first entrance on the right is the pedestrian gated access to Sun Cottage. The Fox &  
  Hounds inn is on the left hand side behind the vehicle in the lay-by.  
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29 Former Quaker Meeting House at Church Lane, Redruth. Built in 1819. 

30 – Billy Bray’s Three Eyes Chapel at Kerley Downs, Chacewater. Originally built in 1835. 
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31 – Highway Methodist Chapel at Redruth Highway Lane. Built c 1860, now used as flats. 

32. Voguebeloth Chapel. Built in 1866 
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11 BATS & OWLS 
11.1 As can be readily seen from the photographs, these remains are totally 

 unsuitable as habitats for bats and owls, the walls contain no suitable 

 roosting places for either species and would provide no protection from the 

elements.

12 TREES 
12.1 There are a number of trees in the vicinity of the chapel and details of their 

species and trunk girth are given on the block plans. The nearest to the 

chapel itself is a 1.3 m girth ash tree at 6.0 m distance part way up the 

railway embankment.
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